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A Sanskrit inscription at Ta Prohm of Bati, Province of Takeo, in southern Cambodia, begins with 
a pean of praise to the Buddha, and mentions both Jayavarman and Rudravarman as Kings, the 
latter of whom seems to have been reigning at the time the inscription was made. The 
inscription is not dated, but on paleological grounds, it seems to belong a littler before the 
middle of the sixth century. 
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[4] Why did Chinese call Nokor Baphnom “Funan”? 

 

SOON after the birth of Christ, the culture of India began to influence the area that is now 
Cambodia, and contact with China then followed. Most of what we know of those times comes 
from Chinese dynastic annals. The Chinese name for the state that occupied the Mekong Delta 
from the second to sixth century A.D. was “Funan.” Funan was the crucible in which Indian 
culture and the local people fused to produce a new civilization, the Khmers. It was a major stop 
on the sea trade routes to China; excavations have uncovered Indian-influenced art and trade 
goods from China, India and the Roman Empire.1

At about the time that the ancient peoples of Western Europe were absorbing the classical culture 
and institutions of the Mediterranean, the peoples of mainland and insular Southeast Asia were 
responding to the stimulus of a civilization that had arisen in northern India during the previous 
millennium. The Britons, Gauls, and Iberians experienced Mediterranean influences directly, 
through conquest by and incorporation into the Roman Empire. In contrast, the Indianisation of 
Southeast Asia was a slower process than the Romanization of Europe because there was no 
period of direct Indian rule and because land and sea barriers that separated the region from the 
Indian subcontinent are considerable. Nevertheless, Indian religion, political thought, literature, 
mythology, and artistic motifs gradually became integral elements in local Southeast Asian 
cultures. The caste system never was adopted, but Indianization stimulated the rise of highly-
organized, centralized states. Funan, the earliest of the Indianized states, generally is considered 
by Cambodians to have been the first Khmer kingdom in the area. Founded in the first century 
A.D., Funan was located on the lower reaches of the Mekong River in the delta area. Its capital, 
Vyadhapura, probably was located near the present-day town of Phumi Banam in Prey Veng 
Province. The earliest historical reference to Funan is a Chinese description of a mission that 
visited the country in the third century A.D. The name Funan derives from the Chinese rendition 
of the old Khmer word bnam (meaning mountain). What the Funanese called themselves, 
however, is not known.        

During this early period in Funan’s history, the population was probably concentrated in villages 
along the Mekong River and along the Tonle Sap River below the Tonle Sap. Traffic and 
communications were mostly waterborne on the rivers and their delta tributaries. The area was a 
natural region for the development of an economy based on fishing and rice cultivation. There is 
considerable evidence that the Funanese economy depended on rice surpluses produced by an 
extensive inland irrigation system. Maritime trade also played an extremely important role in the 
development of Funan. The remains of what is believed to have been the kingdom’s main port, 
Oc Eo (now part of Vietnam), contain Roman as well as Persian, Indian, and Greek artefacts.  

 

Cambodia: early Indianised Kingdom Funan  

                                                           
1 William Shawcross: Sideshow: Kissinger, Nixon and the Destruction of Cambodia (1986)P.36 
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By the fifth century A.D., the state exercised control over the lower Mekong River area and the 
lands around the Tonle Sap. It also commanded tribute from smaller states in the area now 
comprising northern Cambodia, southern Laos, southern Thailand, and the northern portion of 
the Malay Peninsula.    

Indianization was fostered by increasing contact with the subcontinent through the travels of 
merchants, diplomats, and learned Brahmans (Hindus of the highest caste traditionally assigned 
to the priesthood). Indian immigrants, believed to have arrived in the fourth and the fifth 
centuries, accelerated the process. By the fifth century, the elite culture was thoroughly 
indianized. Court ceremony and the structure of political institutions were based on Indian 
models. The Sanskrit language was widely used; the laws of Manu, the Indian legal code, were 
adopted; and an alphabet based on Indian writing systems was introduced.     

Funan reached its zenith in the fifth century A.D.. Beginning in the early sixth century, civil wars 
and dynastic strife undermined Funan’s stability, making it relatively easy prey to incursions by 
hostile neighbors. By the end of the seventh century, a northern neighbour, the kingdom of 
Chenla, had reduced Funan to a vassal state. (Data as of December 1987.2

                                                           
2 

     

http://lcweb2.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?frd/cstdy:@field(DOCID+kh0013) 
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Why did the kings of “Funan Period” pay tributes to the “Middle Kingdom of China” like that? 
Did the Kings of “Funan” pay tributes in the name of friendship between Middle Kingdom and 
Funan as their good neighbours? And why did Chinese call Nokor Ba Phnom “Funan” instead 
like that? As far as I know what is happening in my native village of Taprohm, Kandal province, 
there is no a single of Chinese of this generation who was born in this village can’t speak 
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Chinese Tiew Chiew at all. They all completely forget their Chinese language once and for all. I 
saw only a few old Chinese in Taprohm village like my uncles still can speak Tiew Chiew very 
well. In many towns of Cambodia like Phnom Penh, there are so many Chinese citizens who still 
can speak and write Chinese Mandarin, Hainanese,  Cantonese, but mostly they still can speak 
Chinese Tiew Chiew very good…etc.      

As I already mentioned in “Why did Chinese call Cambodia “Chenla[s]? Many Chinese, past and 
present, who are living in Cambodia, if didn’t go to school to learn Khmer language, still terribly 
mispronounced Khmer names/things when they try to speak to me in a terrible-funny Khmer 
accent. If a Chinese-Cambodian born in Cambodia went to Khmer school who would speak 
Khmer fluently like me-the writer of this article. For example, “Funan”, Chinese who came to 
live in Cambodia in the past centuries could not pronounce Khmer accent properly. In Chinese 
language doesn’t have diphthong like Khmer language namely transcription “ph”, transliteration 
“bh”, Khmer name “ph”. So “Ph +N +Om=Phnom/Hill”. But Chinese travellers/citizens who 
were living in Cambodia in those days might have thought that “Phnom/Hill” that sounds like in 
their Chinese accent. So they pronounced “Funan” in their Chinese accent instead of 
“Phnom/Hill”. It sounds right?! Chinese travellers, citizens and businessmen who came to live in 
Cambodia in Nokor Funan/ Bha Phnom terribly made the scholars and world historian 
researchers so confused up until today. But to me, I’m not doubtful about this because I saw my 
Chinese ancestors who spoke very funny Khmer accent. That’s why to me, “Funan” was awfully 
mispronounced in Khmer accent by Chinese travellers, businessmen and sailors who came down 
to live in Cambodia for good. Or maybe Chinese tried to change all the names of Khmer 
provinces, districts and villages into Chinese names like the Murderous Yuon Communist, 
Colonialist and Imperialist leaders who have been trying to destroy all Khmer national ID, 
culture and religion…etc. so far so worse.     

Of the many Indianized Kingdoms of Indochina, Funan is probably the most ancient. From the 
reports of Chinese envoys who visited it early in the third century, Paul Pelliot has placed the 
foundation of the kingdom not later than the first century A.D. Chinese dynastic histories record 
that early in the third century a Chinese official was sent there to spread civilization and that an 
embassy from Funan subsequently appeared at the court of China. Chinese historians and 
travellers mention the country frequently until the early part of seventh century, when they say it 
was conquered by its former vassal, Chenla.       

Even after this disaster, the Chinese record that Funan continued to send embassies to the 
Imperial Court until the middle of the seventh century; however, the Chinese may have 
continued to use the name Funan to designate Chenla, or part of it, through ignorant or force of 
habit, after Funan had ceased to exist, or the embassies may have been sent by the deposed 
dynasty. The celebrated Chinese Buddhist pilgrim, I-ching, spoke of “Poh-nan formerly called 
Funan” (711, 12); but I-ching spoke only from hearsay, and his information was probably out of 
date when he received it. As a political entity, Funan seems to have expired sometime during the 
reign of Isanavarman, King of Chenla, probably about A.D. 627, or not too long afterward.  

The word Funan and nay reference to the ancient kingdom under any other name disappeared 
during the seventh century without leaving any trace. After a few centuries the Chinese 
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themselves did not know where to place the country their ancient historical documents called 
Funan. Chau Ju-qua, writing early in the thirteenth century, described Chenla, which he 
identified with Kambuja; but he did not identify  Funan (495). Ma Tuan-lin, writing later in that 
century, thought Funan was an island, 3000 li (a li was about a quarter of a mile, Pelliot thinks) 
southeast of Lin-yi (584-436). When, in the nineteenth century, European orientalists began 
reading about Funan in Chinese historical documents, their speculations located it all long the 
coast from Tonkin to Burma.         

It was Paul Pelliot, French sinologist connected with I’Ecole Francaise d’Extreme-Orient, who 
collected and reviewed all the known references to Funan in the Chinese historical and travel 
documents and definitely located it in the delta of the Mekong-the region now occupied by 
Cochin-China and part of Cambodia, and it is quite certain that its authority once extended to the 
Gulf of Martaban on the West and far down into the Malay Peninsula. Little has been added to 
our knowledge of Funan since publication of Pelliot’s article in 1903 (660). 

Our knowledge of Funan is obtained almost exclusively from the Chinese. The name is 
apparently a Chinese transcription of a Khmer original. What the original was, has been the 
subject of some speculation. Aymonier thought Funan was a purely Chinese name which meant 
“Protected South”. Gerini, Italian scholar who spent many years in the service of the King of 
Siam, insisted that Funan was a Chinese transcription of the Khmer Banam (Phnom), which 
means “mountain” (425-207). The late Louis Finot, French epigraphist and scholar, founder and 
several times Director of I’Ecole Francaise de I’Extreme-Orient, maintained that it was a 
Chinese transcription of a local name (368, 29-30). He suggested that nagar bhnam, “city of 
capital (or of the Kingdom)” might be transcribed into Chinese as Fu-nan-kuo; later, he 
suggested kuin-kuo, “Kingdom of the mountain” (414, 75).      

George Coedes, French epigraphist and savant and present (1943) Director of I’Extreme 
Francaise de I’Extreme-Orient, identifies the Mount Motan of Nagasena with the present Ba 
Phnom and places the ancient capital-the Vyadhapura of the inscriptions-at its base. It, as seems 
probable, Funan derives its name from the mount of Ba Phnom, Vyadhapura would seem to have 
been the capital from the beginning, as the country was called Funan by the Chinese envoys 
early in the third century. An inscription of the tenth century shows that Ba Phnom was still 
considered a holy mountain.           

Groslier thinks the coast at that time extended in a nearly straight line from the site of the present 
Kampot to that of Saigon (or Prey Nokor of Khmer ancient city) (470, 383). The map prepared in 
1916 by Henri Parmentier, then Chief of the Archaeological Service of Indochina, shows that no 
inscription of date earlier than 802 had been found as far south as the present city of Rachgia, 
(Kramuon Sar) in 11 North latitude (616). Even at the end of its history, the chief centers of 
population of Funan were along the Mekong River between the present cities of Chaudoc (in 
Moat Chrouk of Khmer Krom) and Phnom Penh and along the Mekong and the Tonle Sap, a 
little above Phnom Penh.         

I-ching says that Chinese pilgrims sailed across Funan to reach Lang-chia and that it contained 
the “port of a thousand rivers (recently excavations by L. Malleret at Go Oc Eo, just north of 
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Rachgia, show the existence there of what may have been the principal port of Funan, dated as 
early as the first century A..D.). 

On the other hand, the coast from the delta to the Bay of Camranh seems to have been settled by 
a people similar to the Funanese and to have been governed by Funan (Coedes thinks the 
inscription of Vo-Canh was Funanese and not Cham and identifies Sri Mara with Fan Shih-man, 
274).  

All early the settlements were along the navigable water-courses. It is possible that the Khmers 
came from the upper Menam valley down the Mun; but once they reached that river, they 
followed it to the Mekong and made their settlements along its bank.3

The former is said to have lasted from about 2500 to 1500 B.C., the latter from 1500 to 500 B.C. 
Menghin characterizes these two cultures respectively by mat-ceramics (the “cord-marked” 
pottery of British scholars) and mat-and-spiral ceramics. Heine-Geldern says the Samrong Sen 
Culture was the culture of the Shouldered Axe (or Celt), which he considers the principal 
characteristic of Austro-Asiatic culture; and he seems to consider Late Samrong Sen as 
characterized by the mixture of the Shouldered Axe Culture of the Austro-Asiatics and the 
Rectangular Axe Culture of the Austronesians (493, 561-566); but the studies made by French 

 

When history dawned upon this region (a little after the beginning of the Christian ear), the 
stratification of peoples along the lower Mekong seems to have been as follows: 

The Funanese occupied the delta and the river to the mouth of the Tonle Sap (Later, at least, 
apparently including the region of the prehistoric station of Samrong Sen, on a north tributary of 
the Tonle Sap, a few hundred kilometres above the place where the Kingdom of Funan was 
founded in the first century A.D. and probably active up to that time, if not later), and the coast 
to the eastward and northward as far as least as Camranh bay (660, 303-303).  

The Funanese seem to have spoken a pre-Khmer Austro-Asiatic language, such as Pater Schmidt 
believes was spoken in most of Indochina (689, 1907, 227-228; 690, 140; 580). The testimony of 
the inscriptions, in so far as it is useful in this study, seems to favour Khmer or a closely related 
language. Three inscriptions have been attributed to the Funan period; but they are all in 
Sanskrit. The earliest dated inscriptions of the Khmer language found in the old Funan region are 
dated 628-629, (An Inscription, in Khmer, has recently been found at Angkor Borie dated 611, 
and another, probably dated 609, at Ak Yom) about the time of the annexation of Funan to 
Chenla. So it would seem that, at the close of the Funan Period at any rate, the Funanese must 
have spoken Khmer or a language closely related to Khmer.  

The Austrian prehistorian, Oswald Menghin, called the cultures of Indo-China during the late 
Neolithic, Old Samrong Sen and Late Samrong Sen (595).    

                                                           
3 Lawrence Palmer Briggs: The Ancient Khmer Empire (1999) Pp.12-13 
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scholars do not indicate the presence of Mongoloids in Funan in any great degree (718). Bone 
narrow and spear points found at Samrong Sen indicate the methods of warfare used. The 
cultivation of plants seems to be indicated and a pig tooth may indicate the domestication of the 
pig. Mansuy thinks the few bronze objects found there are insignificant and doubtful origin. 

Samrong Sen culture was succeeded by Dongsonian, so called from a little village in northern 
Annam, where a rich deposit was found. It had a wider extension than the Samrong Sen culture. 
Goloubew thinks it may have lasted from about 500 B.C. to about A.D. to about A.D. 300, but 
that its fixed dates corresponded with those of the Han dynasty in China (442). Karlgren dates 
the earliest Dongsonian Culture in the fourth-third century B.C. and thinks it was pre-Han (747, 
25). Heine-Geldern thinks Goloubew’s dates are a little low, especially for Funan. Janse thinks 
Dongsonian Culture was Indonesian, contemporary with the earlier Han (746). The Stone Age 
and the Age of Metals overlapped in Indo-china, but as far as a real Bronze Age can be said to 
have existed there, it seems to have been the Dongsonian (442). According to Pelliot, the 
conquest of Liu-yeh by Hun Tien (Kaundinya) must have taken place in the latter part of the first 
century A.D. they had a son who succeeded to the throne, and thus was founded the Hun, or First 
Kaundinya, dynasty, which ruled Funan for more than one hundred and fifty years. The 
Kingdom seems to have consisted at first of settlements, or “cities,” chiefly along the Mekong, 
between the present sites of Chaudoc and Phnom Penh, each under its local chief. Chinese 
accounts relate that Kaundinya gave seven of these “cities” to his son as a royal fief, thus 
apparently introducing a sort of feudalism into Funan. The rest of the country seems to have been 
under the direct rue of the King (660, 290). (Ibidem)   

(Hun) P’an-p’an, second son of P’an-huang, succeeded his father. P’an-p’an does not seem to 
have had a taste for the cares of government and left the direction of affairs to his great general, 
Fan-man, or Fan Shih-man. After reigning three years, P’an-p’an died. The peope of the 
Kingdom chose Fan Shih-man king. This must have taken place very early in the third century. 

India was divided into many kingdoms, none of which kept any record of its subjects who settled 
and conquered Kingdoms in foreign countries. The Chinese say the Funanese had books of 
history and even written documents to form libraries (660, 254), but none of these records have 
come down to us. For our knowledge of this kingdom at this period, we are entirely dependent 
on Chinese dynastic histories and accounts of Chinese travellers and embassies. 

During this period, Funan was, fortunately, located on the great maritime highway between India 
and China. Merchant vessels, not daring to strike out across the sea, crept along the both shores 
of the Malay peninsula, across the delta of the Mekong and along the coast of Champa (now 
Annam) to Chiao-chih (now Tonkin), where most of the passengers and commerce disembarked 
and took the inland water-routes to the capital of China, which, during most of this period, was 
located at Lo-yang. 
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We will soon learn that Fan Shih-man, who had been trained by the Kaundinya line, and was 
practically  regent during the last few years of its rule, extended his boundaries to Tonkin on the 
East, to the India Ocean on the West and far down into the Malay Peninsula.4

We have ourselves hazarded the conjecture that the state of Panduranga, which occupied lower 
Annam to the South of Cape Varella, did not originally make part of the kingdom of Champa. If 
the hypothesis of M. Parmentier is verified, it would become highly probable that this 
principality, before being absorbed by Champa, was in the sphere of Fou-nan (406, 52).

 

It is believed that the early inhabitants of the coast from Donnai delta to the bay of Camranh 
were related to the Funanese rather than to the Chams. This belief is supported by the 
geographical unity of the country and by what we know of the stratigraphy of the peoples of 
south-eastern Indo-China. The region south of the plateau that forms the northern watershed of 
the Donnai to the bay of Camranh has a certain geographical unity distinct from the region 
occupied by the Chams. We have seen that Austric-speaking Indonesians, like the Funanese, 
preceded the Chams and that the Chams probably connected with the coast via the Sre-pok and 
the Se-san valleys. In spite of the recent advent of the Annamites and the final retreat of the 
Chams to this region (576, 240), the prevailing language today of the hinterland and much of the 
coast, according to the linguistic map of M. Henri Maspero (577), is related to Khmer rather than 
to Cham. 

Parmentier (327, 1924, 312) thinks the early architecture and art of this coast region is Khmer 
rather than Cam. Finot adds: 

5

It is interesting to note that the first embassy from Funan to China offered musicians as a present. 
The Chinese were fond of foreign music and among the seven great orchestras of the Imperial 
Court in the seventh century one was Indian. The Funanese musical instruments were too crude 
to be used in the orchestra, and their airs at first were adapted to Indian musical instruments 
(309, 22, 224). Majumdar says that musicians from Funan captured at the Cham capital in 605, 
carried to the Imperial Court the musical arts of India (535), but this statement seems to lack 
sufficient verification. In the eight century, music called Cham, but probably Funanese, was 
introduced into Japan from China. It seems to have consisted chiefly of Buddhist funeral and 
other religious marches.

  

After the return of Chu Ying and K’ang Tai to China, the King of Funan sent an envoy to the 
Emperor offering as a present some musicians and products of the country. The envoy arrived at 
the Chinese court in 243. This is the first embassy from Funan to China mentioned in Chinese 
dynasty history (660, 303)     

6

                                                           
4 Lawrence Palmer Briggs: The Ancient Khmer Empire (1999) P.18 
5 Lawrence Palmer Briggs: The Ancient Khmer Empire (1999) P.21 
6 Lawrence Palmer Briggs: The Ancient Khmer Empire (1999) P.22 
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A new alphabet seems t have introduced into Funan at this time. The previous alphabet, 
apparently brought in about the second of third century, was probably a Kushan alphabet of 
Northern India, like that of the inscription of Vo-Canh.   

The alphabet introduced into Funan at this time seems to have been an archaic Pallava or pre-
Pallava, an early development common to the alphabets of all Southern India, called Vengi by 
Dr. Kern and others, from an old capital between the Kistna and Godaveri rivers (114, 2, 130. it 
was like that of the inscriptions of Bhadravarman at Champa and those of East Borneo and West 
java. The dates of these inscriptions are believed to between 350 and 450. Finot thought the order 
was: Bhadravarman, Mulavarman, and Purnavarman. It is also thought to be like that of the 
Inscription of Buddhagupta, near Kedah, placed by Dr. Kern at about 400 and that of the 
inscription of Prasat Pram Loveng, in Funan, placed toward the end of the fifth century.7

In spite of the royal cult of Mahe’svara and the dedications to Vishnuism, Funan seems to have 
been a strong centre of Buddhism during the reign of Jayavarman who ruled from 478 or earlier 
to 514. It was during this period that two monks from Funan went to China to translate Buddhic 
documents. Their translations are said to be still found in the Chinese Tripitaka. One, called 
Sanghapala or Sanghavarman, was born in 460 and, having heard of the Chi Dynasty, went to 
China on a junk. As he knew many languages, Emperor Wu of the Liang dynasty ordered him to 
translate holy books, and during sixteen years, 506-522, he was engaged in this work in five 
places, one of which was aptly called the Funan Office. He died there in 524. The other Funanese 
monk who went to China at this time to translate Buddhist texts was named Mandra, 
Mandrasena. He arrived at the capital in 503. Later, Emperor Wu ordered him to work with 
Sanghapala; but he could never acquire a good knowledge of the Chinese language. Several 
other Buddhist monks went from Funan to China (660).

  

8

Wales thinks Sri Deva, as he calls the ancient settlement, was an advance post of Funan, 
governed “no doubt…by a princely scion of the royal family of Funan,” that it was connected 
with Funan, by “a great imperial inland route westward from the Mekong, up the valley of the 
Mun river,” and that its brick sanctuary held in itself the spark which “was to produce all the 
architectural wonders of the Khmers.” This ruined temple and sculpture, says Wales, “are at the 
base of the whole Khmer and Champ evolution…at the very base of all that was to come in Indo-
China and even Indonesian art.

 

9

A Sanskrit inscription at Ta Prohm of Bati, Province of Takeo, in southern Cambodia, begins 
with a pean of praise to the Buddha, and mentions both Jayavarman and Rudravarman as Kings, 
the later of whom seems to have been reigning at the time the inscription was made. The 

 

                                                           
7 Lawrence Palmer Briggs: The Ancient Khmer Empire (1999) Pp.25-26 
8 Lawrence Palmer Briggs: The Ancient Khmer Empire (1999) P.29 
9 Lawrence Palmer Briggs: The Ancient Khmer Empire (1999) P.30 
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inscription is not dated, but on paleological grounds, it seems to belong a littler before the middle 
of the sixth century.     

Although Rudravarman appears to have been a Buddhist, he was careful to maintain the state-
worship of Siva. On the central mount, Ba Phnom, near his capital, Vyadhapura, he maintained a 
Siva-linga, possibly under the vocable of Girisa. It was he who first engaged the services, as 
court physicians, of the brothers Brahmadatta and Brahmasimha, of the famous family 
Adhyapura, about eleven kilometres south of Ba Phnom, a family which furnish ministers to four 
succeeding kings.    

The conquest of Funan by Chenla seems to have resulted in the independence of these vassal 
states. But this result did not immediately appear. As long as Funan existed, most of its vassals 
seem to have remained loyal. It was not until the reign of Isanavarman that these states, former 
vassals of Funan, began to send embassies to the Imperial Court.  

Funan seems to have lasted awhile as a vassal of Chenla, with its capital at Vyadhapura, 
probably under the descendants of its old line of kings. The Chinese tell us that the new king of 
Funan fled to the South and established his kingdom at Nafuna, but this may not have been 
immediately after the overthrow of the Kingdom by Sitrasena. Pelliot suggests that a Sanskrit 
transcription of Nafuna may be Navanakar and that it may have been in the region of Kampot 
(660, 274,295). As will be seen later, there are reasons for thinking that the definitive annexation 
of Funan did not take place until the reign if Isanavarman.       

The disappearance of Funan, even as a vassal state, seems to have taken place soon after 627. 
After its absorption, the deposed kings may have sent missions of protest to the Imperial Court. 
Other mentions were probably due to out of date information. In a few years the name 
disappeared and was forgotten, when, at the beginning of the nineteenth century, European 
sinologists began to encounter this name in Chinese documents it took a long study, as we have 
seen, to locate it on the map.10

Most of the inscriptions of Funan are Vishnuite and statues of Vishnu, with cylindrical coiffure 
of the Gupta period (A.D. 320-600) are found all over the Indo-China (323), still, no particular 
statues of this character is generally mentioned as characteristic of the period.

         

The absence of important ruins in the delta region, where the earliest settlements of Funan seem 
to have been located, has been attributed to several causes: (1) the use of perishable material 
during the earliest days; (2) destruction by the Annamites, who later occupied most the of the 
delta and employed the material the material to build their own sanctuary.    

11

 

 

                                                           
10 Lawrence Palmer Briggs: The Ancient Khmer Empire (1999) Pp.31-32 
11 Lawrence Palmer Briggs: The Ancient Khmer Empire (1999) Pp.34-35 
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Coomaraswamy continues:    

A Beautiful and well-preserved standing figure of Lokesvara from Rachgia, now in private 
possession in Saigon, is probably of sixth or seventh century date. A superb Lokesvara now in 
the Stocklet Collection, Brussels; exhibits the Indianseque school of Funan at its highest level of 
achievement.12

In the early part of the sixth century, the Empire of Funan had become quite extensive and 
included motley of peoples and vassal states, from the sea on the south up into the present Laos 
on the north, from Champa on the east to the Bay of Bengal on the west and including most of 
the Malay Peninsula.

 

13

Funan was more than seven thousand li south of Rinan Pretecture and three thousand li south-
west of Linyi, in a great bay of the sea. The capital was five hundred li from the sea. A great 
river was ten li in width, which came from the north-west, ran through it, and emptied east into 
the sea. Its territory was more than three thousand li in width. The land was flat and fertile. The 
climate and customs were similar to Linyi. It produced gold, silver, copper, tin, sandalwood, 
ivory, peacocks, fisher-martens, and parakeets of five colours…The customs of Funan was to go 
with the body naked and tattooed, to wear the hair on the back, and to know neither upper nor 
lower dress. At the beginning, Funan had for a sovereign a woman named Liu-yeh, who was 
celebrated for her exploits and virile force. There was a man from the country of Mo-fu, called 
Hun Tien (Kaundinya), who loved to render a cult to a genie, with unrelaxing ardour. The genie 

 

The Jinal Annals, The Story of Funan, written in the fifth century, provides the first glimpse of 
the mythic origin of Funan: 

Funan was more than three thousand li (one li 400m) west of Linyi (Champa) in a great bay of 
the sea. Its territory was three thousand li wide, with cities and palaces. The men are all ugly and 
black. Their hair is curly. They go naked and barefoot… At the beginning, Funan had for a 
sovereign a woman named Liu-yeh (Williw Leaf). There was a foreigner, called Hun Tien 
(Kaundinya), who loved to render a cult to a genie, with unrelaxing ardour. At night, Hun Tien 
dreamed that a man (his personal genie) gave him a divine bow and ordered him to go on board a 
great merchant junk and go to sea. Hun Tien entered the temple and he found a bow. He then 
boarded a great ship, which the genie caused to land in Funan. Liu-yeh came to defend her land 
with her people. Hun Tien raised the divine bow and fired. Liu-yeh, frightened, submitted, and 
thus Hun Tien took her for his wife. Then he governed the country.     

A century later, the Liang Annals, The Story of Funan, gives a more detailed version of the 
country’s origin as well as sketches of its contemporary affairs: 

                                                           
12 Lawrence Palmer Briggs: The Ancient Khmer Empire (1999) P.36 
13 Lawrence Palmer Briggs: The Ancient Khmer Empire (1999) P.41 
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was touched by his extreme piety. At night, Hun Tien dreamed that a man (genie) gave him a 
divine bow and ordered him to board a great merchant junk and go to sea. In the morning Hun 
Tien entered the temple and, the foot of the tree the genie, found a bow. He then boarded a great 
ship and went to sea. The genie directed the wind in order to make the ship arrive at Funan. Liu-
yeh wished to pillage (the ship) and take possession of it. Hun Tien raised the divine bow and 
fired. The arrow pierced the bark) of Liu-yeh) from side to side. Liu-yeh, freighted, submitted 
and Hun Tien took her for his wife. But, unhappy to see her naked, he folded a piece of material 
to make a garment through which he had her pass her head. Then he governed the country and 
passed power on to his descendants.14

                                                           
14 Peter Wai-Chuen: Angkor Wat (2000) P.9 

 

Chu-ying and K’ang-tai reached the court of Funan during the early days of the reign of Fan-
hsun, probably shortly after 240. Upon their return, the two diplomats began travelogues on 
Indochina. Chu wrote A Record of Foreign Things in Funan, and Ka’ng produced the Story of 
Funan, Foreign Countries in th Times of the Wu Kingdom, the Customs of Funan and The 
Foreign Countries South of Jiaozhou. These works are the aerialist studies on Malaya, Java, and 
India, providing invaluable information on their cultures, customs, histories, and economics. The 
following is a sample of Ka’ng The Foreign Countries South of Jiaozhou: 

(The Funanese king Fan-hsun) he built belvederes and pavilions, where he was accustomed to 
take walks. Morning and noun, he gave three or four audiences. Foreigners and subjects offered 
him presents of bananas, sugar cane, turtles, and bird…The law of the country is not to have 
prisons. The accused fasts and practices abstinence for three days. Then an axe is heated red and 
he is forced to carry it seven steps; or a gold ring or some eggs are thrown in boiling water and 
he must take them out. If he is guilty, the hand is burnt; if he is innocent, it is not. Also, 
crocodiles are kept in the moats of the walls, and outside of the gates there are wild beasts in an 
enclosure. The accused are thrown to the wild beasts or to the crocodiles. If the wild breasts or 
crocodiles do not eat them, they considered innocent; at the end of three days, they are released. 

(Funan) There are walled villages, palaces, and dwellings. The men are all ugly and black, their 
hair frizzy; they go about naked and barefoot. Their nature is simple and they are not at all 
inclined toward thievery. They devote themselves to agriculture. They sow one year and harvest 
for three. Moreover, they like to engrave ornaments and to chisel. Many of their eating utensils 
are silver. Taxes are paid in paid in gold, silver, pearls, or perfumes. There are books and 
depositories of archives and other things. Their characters for writing resemble those of the Hu [a 
people of Central Asia using a script of Indian origin].       

Significantly, the second king of Funan is addressed as ‘king’ in the travelogue. Later, The 
History of the Three kingdoms, written at the end of third century, states:  
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In the sixth year of Chi Wu (243), Fan-chan, the king of Funan, sent an envoy to the Emperor 
offering as a present some musicians and products of the country.   

So, 169 years after ‘the people of Kambuja’ paid homage to the Middle Kingdom, Fan-chan sent 
a tribute mission to China as the fifth king of Funan proper. Considering the second king, Pa’n-
huang, ascended the throne between the late second and early third century and lived to over 
ninety, Funan most likely became a kingdom between the late first and mid-third century. 

The Liang Annals continues: 

During the Kingdom of Wu, Ka’ng-tai, the scholar, and Chu-ying, the cultural diplomat, were 
sent to the country of Hsun (Funan) to gather information about the country. The men of Funan 
are naked and the women fold a piece of garment to pass across their heads and wrap around 
their waits. Chu-ying and Ka’ng-tai told Fan-hsun that his country was great, but that the 
customs of dressing was strange. Then the king (hsun) followed Ka’ng and Chu’s 
recommendation and issued a decree forbidding the men to go naked; they must wrap a piece of 
cloth, called ‘ganman’, around their waits. These clothes were of cotton and were woven by 
hand…During the reign of Emperor Jin Wudi, Fan-hsun first sent a tribute mission to the Middle 
Kingdom. In the first year of Xin-ping (357), one Chu-chan-tan (Chandana in Sanskrit), ‘calling 
himself king of Funan’, sent an embassy to the court, offering a tribute of train elephants. The 
Emperor, considering foreign animals as a source of danger to the people, order them returned… 
One of his (Chandana’s) successors, Chiao-chen-ju (Kaundinya ii), was originally a Brahman f 
India. A supernatural voice said to him: ‘You must go and reign in Funan’. Kaundinya rejoiced 
in his heart. He reached Pa’n-pa’n in the south. The people of Funan heard of him, and the whole 
kingdom rose with joy. The came to him and chose him king. He changed all the rules according 
to customs of India…Chiao-chen-ju died. One of his successors, Shih-li-t’o-pa-ma (Sri 
Indravarman, or Srutaravarman), during the reign of Emperor Wen of the Song (420-79), 
presented the, present a petition and offered products of his country as presents. During the Yun-
ming ear (483-93) of the Qi Dynasty, the Funanese king She-yeh-pa-ma (Kaundinya 
Jayavarman) sent a tribute mission to the Middle Kingdom. In the secondary year of the 
Tiengang ear (503), Pa-mo (Kaundinya Jayavarman) sent an embassy to the Emperor, offering 
tribute of a coral image of the Buddha and products from his country. Thus, an imperial order 
says: ‘The King of Funan, Kaundinya Jayavarman, lives at the limits of ocean. From generation 
to generation, he [and his people] have governed the distance lands of the south. Their sincerity 
manifests itself afar; through their many interpreters they offer presents in homage; it is fitting to 
reciprocate and show them favour and accord them a glorious title. This is possible [with the title 
of] General of the Pacified South, King of Funan.    

The kingdom of Hsun refers to the name of the seventh Funan: Fan-hsun. The passage about the 
two Chinese diplomats informing the king that ‘nudity was rude’, and the consequence of the 
king ordering his people to wear ‘ganman’  (still popular in Thailand, Laos, and Kampuchea), 
testifies that words of Chinese diplomats carried great weight.      
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The Liang Annals does not specify which year, but The Jin Annals, mentions 285. Subsequently, 
Fan-Hsun sent two more tributes missions to China, in 286 and 287. More than seventy years 
later, in 357, the eight king of Funan, Chu-chan-tan (Chandana), sent an embassy to the Eastern 
Jin court with a tribute that again included trained elephants. Hence, it is possible that Fan-hsun 
ruled Funan for more than half a century.       

The ninth king of Funan was also known as Kaundinya, like the hero-conqueror who first arrived 
from India. He re-established Funan’s laws on the Indian model and curtailed the dissemination 
of Buddha. In short, there was extended Indianization of culture and religious matters in Funan 
under Kaundinya II’s reign. The second Kaundinya was succeeded by Srutaravarman, who 
dispatched three tribute missions to China during the reign of Song Wen Di (424-53). The Song 
Annals attests those three years were 434, 435 and 438. Therefore, Kaundinya II must have 
remodelled Funan on the Indian system towards the end of fourth century. 

The eleventh king of Funan was Kaundinya Jayavarman. The Liang tells of the tribute mission 
during the Yun-ming era (483-93) of the Qi Dynasty. But it is another ancient text, the Southern 
Qi Annals: Stories of Various South-eastern barbarian Tribes, that provides more details about 
the mission: 

Near the end of the Song Dynasty (420-79) Kaundinya Jayavarman, the king of Funan, sent 
merchants to Canton on business. On their return, the celebrated Indian monk, Nagasena, 
accompanied them to return to his country. They were shipwrecked on the coast of Linyi 
(Champa), where they were robbed of all their possessions. With difficulty, Nagasena reached 
the court of Funan by an overland route and he reported the matter to Jayavarman. Among other 
things, he told the king at great length that an emperor favoured to Buddhism was seated on the 
throne of China…In the second year of the Yong-ming era (484), Jayavarman sent Nagasena to 
the emperor (Liang Wu-ti) with presents, a long supplication, and a request for help to punish 
Linyi….Nagasena made a report, partly oral, partly written, to the emperor regarding Funan, that 
it was the customs of the country (Funan) to render a cult to the god Mahe’svara (Siva), and that 
the god causes supernatural power to descend constantly on Mount Modan. Mahe’svara spreads 
goodness in the world and his beneficent influence acts on the lving. All the kings receive his 
benefits and the entire people are calm. It is because this benefit descends on all that his subjects 
have submissive sentiments. The Bodhisattva practices mercy. Originally, he was of humble 
origin; but since he manifests a heart worthy of the Bodhi, he has arrived where the two Vehicles 
cannot attain….The reforming influence of the Buddha extended over the ten regions. There is 
no one who does not receive his aid.  

The Southern Qi Annals was composed towards the latter part of the fifth century, a time of 
much commerce among Funan, India and China. The monk Nagasena brought not only tribute, 
but also a letter of credence to the Middle Kingdom against the principality of Linyi, accusing it 
of thievery, and imploring the Chinese emperor to take punitive measures. The Middle Kingdom 
had recently, in 445, roundly defeated Linyi. The Southern Qi Annals continues with the 
narrative, and goes on to give more information about the people of Funan and their customs: 
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The people of Funan are malicious and cunning. They take by force the inhabitants of the 
neighbouring cities who do not render them homage, and make them slaves. As merchandize, 
they have gold, silver, silks. The sons of the well-to-do families wear sarongs of brocade. The 
poor wear a piece of cloth. The women pull a piece of cloth over the head. The people of Funan 
make rings and bracelets of gold and vessels of silver. They cut down trees to build their houses. 
The King lives in a stored pavilion. They make their enclosures of wooden palisades. At the 
seashore grows a great bamboo, whose leaves are eight or nine feet long. The leaves are tressed 
to cover the house. The people also live in houses raised from the ground. They make boats 8 or 
9 chang (80 or90 feet) long and 6 or 7 feet wide. The bow and stem are like the head and tail of a 
fish. When the King goes out, he rides on elephant-back. The women can also ride elephant. For 
amusements, the people have cock-fights and hog-fights.15

Funan’s demise was not immediate. Pressured by Zhenla, it kept moving south. The Chen 
Annals record tribute missions from Funan arriving in China in 559, 572 and 588. Then the 

 

The rise and fall of Funan, roughly from the second to the sixth century, coincided with a time of 
great internal turmoil in the Middle Kingdom that provided fertile soil of religion to take roots. 

Classical Chinese texts also record a Funan embassy seven thousand li upriver to India in mid-
third century. The embassy was warmly received by King Murunda, who organised a four-year 
tour throughout India. Other information about Funan and Buddhism found in classical Chinese 
texts includes the following: between 265 and 316 the Buddhist monk Qi Yu arrived in 
Guangzhou (Canton) from India, via Jiaozhou and Funan; the Chinese monk Fa Xian embarked 
on a scripture-collecting mission from Chang’an in 399 and returned to China in 412 via the 
Southern Seas, whereupon he wrote The Story of the Buddhist Country; between 359 and 429 
Buddnabhadra arrived in China by the Southern Seas via Funan to spread Buddhism; in 443 
Gunabhadra arrived in China, again by the Southern Seas via Funan, to translate Buddhist 
scriptures; and in 565 the Funan monk Xu Puti translated Dacheng Baoyun Jin (Mahayana Bao 
Yun Scripture) in China.   

The Southern Seas provided important lanes of transport for the monks, and Funan played an 
important role in the dissemination of Buddhism in East Asia. While Hinduism was practiced in 
the Funan court and among the aristocracy, Buddhism was respected and popular among other 
elites and the general population. There was, in short, peaceful coexistence and mutual influence 
between the two religions. Their confluence was to give rise to the Theravada branch of 
Buddhism, which was to find great favour among the people of Southeast Asia.   

In 548, when Liang Wu Di was busy receiving the relic of the Buddha’s hair, a vassal of Funan, 
Zhenla, in the Bassac area (Champassak) of the middle reaches of the Mekong River (today’s 
southern Laos), began to gain power. Prince Bhavarman of Funan married a princess of the small 
principality known as Kambuja in Bassac, and in 550 joined hands with his younger brother 
Mahendravarman to defeat Funan in a military campaign. Funan was forced out of its capital at 
Mount Modan and moved southwards to Kampot.      

                                                           
15 Peter Wai-Chuen: Angkor Wat (2000) Pp.12-13 
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kingdom disappeared from Chinese historiography for half a century, resurfacing in ca 630, 
when it dispatched another embassy to the Middle Kingdom. 

The new Tang Annals, written in 1060, states: 

Funan was seven thousand li south of Rinan….[Their King] had his capital of To-mu )Ba 
Phnom). Brusquely, his city was reduced by Zhenla and he was forced to emigrate to the south, 
to the city of Na-fu-na (Angkor Borei). Sometime during the Wude and Zhenguan era (618-63), 
Funan resumed her tribute to the imperial court, and brought with it two savage ‘White Heads’ as 
a presents. 

Peace on earth Annals (976-84) has the following: 

And around the middle of Zhenguan era (ca 638), Funan sent an embassy to Luoyang (capital of 
China), offering two savage ‘White Heads’ from the mountainous caverns of Pi-ten-kuen which 
bordered Funan on the west and joins Ts’anpan on the south-west. They were born without hair 
and their skin was white. They lived in caves. Their country was surrounded by dangerous 
landscapes, making it difficult for people to approach them. 

Hence, the demise of Funan only took place soon after 630, during the reign of the third king of 
Zhenla, Isanavarman I (616-35). The Zhenla Kingdom was to set the stage for the Khmer 
empire’s glory days of the Angkor period.16

                                                           
16 Peter Wai-Chuen: Angkor Wat (2000) Pp.14-15 

 

The new Yuan Annals: the Kingom of Siam state: 

Xian and Loudou are the name of ancient Funan. Northern Xian shared the same borders with 
Baiba Xifu, which lay outside of Yunnan province. To its east was Annam, to its north-west 
Burma. Loudou was situated to the south of Xian and opened to the sea. Between 1350 and 1354, 
Loudou was annexed by Xian to become Siam.      

Hence Funan included not only present-day Kampuchea, but also Vietnam’s Mekong Delta area, 
Thailand’s Bangkok, and the middle reaches of the Menang River, southern Laos, part of the 
Malay Peninsula, and the old Kingdom of Linyi in South-central Vietnam.  

Ancient Chinese annals also carry entries of the Kingdoms of Funan, Zhenla, and Wendan (Land 
Zhenla) presenting trained elephants and ivory to the emperors of the Middle Kingdom. As 
elephants were only founded in south-western Yunan, habitat of the Pe Yue, the Tais, and the 
Shans, and this area was controlled by Funan and Zhenla on and off since the first century, we 
may conjecture that the Khmers were related to these tribes. 
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Foreign countries in the times of the Wu Kingdom by K’ang-Tai states: 

King P’an-huang of Funan was young and heroic. He cleared forests and found elephants which 
he captured and trained to become his carriage. This made other kingdoms bow before him.17

His Majesty Jayavarman II returned to the capital Indrapura from Java and became once more 
sovereign.

 

The most authoritative text of the western of the school is the Jin and Laing Annals: the 
story of the Funan Kingdom: 

At the beginning, Funan had for a sovereign a woman named Liu Yeh. There was a foreigner, 
called Hun Tien (Kaundinya), who….boarded a great ship, which landed in Funan. Liu yeh came 
to defend her land with her people. Hun Tien raised the divine bow and fired. Liu Yeh, 
frightened, submitted, and thus Hun Tien took her for his wife. Then he governed the country. 
(The Jin Annals)     

One of his (Chandana’s) successors, Chiao Chen Ju (Kaundinya II), was originally a Brahman of 
India. A supernatural voice said to him: ‘Yo must go and reign in Funan’. Kaundinya rejoiced in 
his heart. He reached Pan Pan in the South. The people of Funan heard of him, and the whole 
Kingdom rose with joy. They cam to him and choose him King. He changed all the rules 
according to the customs of India. (The Liang Annals) The above Kaundinya and Chiao Chen Ju 
both came from India via the Malay Peninsula.    

Suryavarman I (1002-1050) is another Khmer ruler who came from Malay. Malcolm MacDonald 
writes in his Angkor and Khmers (1937): 

The substantial figure was Suryavarman, a foreign invader who, immediately after Jayavarman’s 
death, landed with an army from Malaya and announced that he was the rightful heir, through his 
mother. The Sdok Kuk Thom inscription composed in the eleventh century and now housed in 
the Bangkok national Museum, says: 

18

                                                           
17 Peter Wai-Chuen: Angkor Wat (2000) Pp.24-25 
18 Peter Wai-Chuen: Angkor Wat (2000) P.28 

 

The Chinese annals tell us that the people of Funan possessed much power and were not afraid to 
exert this authority to other inhabitants in nearby cities. Those who did not pay tributes were 
forced to become their slaves. One Funan king known as Fan Che-Man in Chinese or Sri Mara in 
Khmer was very powerful from around 205 AD to 225 AD. He conquered and defeated his 
neighbouring kingdoms; all became the vassal states of Funan. Srei Rama built large ships and 
led his army crossing the open sea waters to conquer over ten kingdoms. His territory was 
extended about 1,500 miles under his rule. He fell ill and could not conquer another country he 
wished to subdue. His son succeeded the throne but was killed by his cousin.     
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The Funan kingdom was advanced and well respected throughout Asia, according to the Chinese 
records. The king travelled by elephant. For their free time, the Funanese enjoyed watching cock 
and pig fights as entertainment. They wore gold rings and bracelets, and even turned silver into 
dishes. Gold, silver, and silk were their merchandises. The Funanese had already possessed 
knowledge in metal works. They had a judicial system, libraries, and even taxation system. 
K’ang T’si, a Chinese ambassador who visited Funan around 245 AD, gave a description of 
Funan as a wealthy kingdom that the people paid their taxes using gold and jewelleries. Funan 
was a maritime state because its people enjoyed doing sea trades. Artefacts from excavation at 
Oc Eo in Vietnam indicate that the Funanese were active in sea trades with India, China, Persia 
(Iran) and the Roman Empire in the west. The main sea port was located at Oc Eo in South 
Vietnam today, which was under the control of Funan. The Funanese were the people with minds 
skilled in trades. They crossed huge sea waters and regulated trades between China and India. 

The Funanese adopted culture such as thinking, knowledge, philosophy, and religious beliefs 
including Hinduism and Buddhism from the Indian Kalinga’s dynasty. They also practiced 
Animism or Neakta. However, Hinduism became the state religion because there were more 
followers. Funan kings invited many Indian high caste Brahmins to the courts to help them with 
the administration. In addition to sea trades and cultural adaptation, the people of Funan also 
learned the engineering skills of water irrigation from the Indians. They were active in 
agriculture and utilized the Mekong Delta by bringing water for agricultural activities such as 
rice crops. Stone carving was also part of art that the Funanese learned from the Indians. They 
were influenced by the Indian civilization in religious and political structures. However, this so-
called “Indianization” was only partial and did not penetrate deep into the Funanese life. They 
still maintained their own culture.      

There is a small temple on Phnom Da, believed to be built by Funan king Rudravarman around 
the 6th century AD. Facing north, this temple has no walls and the sculptures depict the Indian 
Vishnu gods. Five statues at the mountain valley express Phnom Da style. There are also five 
caves. To the southwest of Phnom Da about 500 meters away, there is another sandstone temple 
with one door and five windows. This temple also faces north and it is named Asrom Moha Ey 
Sey, refuge of ascetics, from the Indian style.        

The earliest writing language found to be used was the Indian sacred language called Sanskrit 
during the Funan time. The language was carved in stones and dated around the 5th and the 6th 
century. It was not known when, but later on, the Khmer people had their language derived from 
Sanskrit with many characters. The Khmer people knew how to write. They wrote on leaves and 
animal skins. But these never survived due to decomposition over time. Only the stone 
inscriptions remained. During the Wu dynasty, Chinese officials invited two Cambodian 
Buddhist monks to translate Khmer writing into Sanskrit for the Mahayana Buddhism, which 
was practiced then.          
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Meanwhile, as the Funan Empire continued in the 7th century, one of its vassal states known as 
Chenla in the northern part of the country became increasingly powerful. Around 550 AD, 
Chenla got full independence from Funan, but 60 years later, it defeated Funan and conquered 
the empire. In 613 AD, Chenla completely absorbed Funan under its control.    

There is no clear evidence indicating why Funan was weakening. But it is believed that the 
internal wars for dynastic powers caused the weakening of their empire. The royal family 
escaped to Java (Indonesia) and lived there in obscurity. However, they later established a 
powerful dynasty known as the Sailendra Dynasty at the Middle Java. The title “Sailendra” 
means “king of the mountain.”     

The Sailendras built a beautiful Buddhist temple complex known as Borobudur in Java between 
778 and 824 AD. This temple still stands today. During its peak, the Sailendra Dynasty ruled 
most Java, Bali, Lombok, Kalimantan’s coastal areas, and southern Sulawesi.    

A young prince named Patapan of the nearby Sanjaya Dynasty came in 832 to steal the throne 
and the Sailendra Dynasty came to a stop. However, its infant prince named Balaputra was 
hidden in the forest. In 850 AD when he turned 18, prince Balaputra made an attempt to regain 
his parents’ Sailendra throne, but he was unsuccessful. He escaped to Sri Vijaya kingdom and 
later took the throne there without difficulty. Sri Vijaya at that time had its capital located in 
Palembang, which is the southern coast of Sumatra.       

As a result, the Funan royal family line continued and it still exists today “in the blood of the 
various royal families of Java, Sumatra and Malaysia.” Today, the people and sultans of 
Malaysia and Indonesia consider the Cambodian kings from the Funan period as their ancestors. 

Although Funan ceased to exist after about 600 years as an empire until 613 AD, it had laid a 
fruitful foundation for the next Khmer empire, the Chenla kingdom, which is mentioned in the 
next segment.         

According to conventional history based largely on Chinese sources, when the Cambodians 
arrived in present day Cambodia, two powerful states had already been established there by 
people of the Malay stock--Champa, controlling part of central and southern Vietnam, and Funan 
(Funan), sited in the southernmost part of Vietnam and most of present day Cambodia. Funan 
was at the height of its power at the end of the fifth century A.D. Some scholars, such as 
Nasuruddin, believe that the court of Funan had Indian dance and music which spread to the 
other parts of the Kingdom (1992:2), but Chandler (1992:13ff) casts doubt on the reliability of 
the Chinese sources.            

Many human figures of this period have been found. Those from the delta region, including the 
Buddhas of Prei Krabas, the Vishnus with cylindrical mitre, the four-armed woman of Phnom 
Da, the Lokesvara of Rachgia, and the Stocklet figure, have been assigned to the art of Funan, 
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regardless of dates. These are other statues, however, which belong indubitably to the Chenla 
period. These include come small female statues and some images of Harihara, which are among 
the finest of Khmer art.19

                                                           
19 Lawrence Palmer Briggs: The Ancient Khmer Empire (1999) P.79 

 

Why did “Funan period” of its past greatest glorious zenith rapidly go down the drainage like 
that? Who secretly created Killing Fields in 1800-1845 and 1945 to present day in Khmer Krom, 
and in Kandal from 1975 to 1979 to brutally massacre more than 3 million innocent Cambodians, 
more than 460 000 lives again from 1979 1991 in Cambodia like that? Who were behind the Gall 
Bladder harvesters? How many Khmer Rouge groups are there? How many Pol Pots are there?  
Who was Angkar Leu/Cap Tren? Who brutally forced Cambodian refugees back into Cambodia 
from 1975 to 1979?  Why are there so many and many Khmer refugees who are brutally 
dispersed to live everywhere on this planet so far so worse? Why are Cambodian lands getting 
shrank a little by little in the West “Siam” and in the East “Yuon” like that? Can the people in the 
outside world consider “Siamese and Yuonese” as the “Two civilized Nations” on the dead 
bodies of Khmers who were brutally butchered in the name of protecting of a tiny present-
Cambodia? Who keep encroaching Cambodian lands so far so worse like that? 

 

 


